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Today, I want to talk about what I learned about the problem of the Japanese education system which is related to SDGs number4,, ”quality education”. 



Why did I choose this topic?

Academic research 

“How did Finland become the happiest country?”
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The reason I chose this topic is because I am doing an academic research report about Finland’s society in my high school. My academic research goal is to find out how Finland became the happiest country in the world. 



By doing research ... 

Totally different 
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By doing the research, I discovered that the education system of Finland and Japan is totally different. Finland’s education system is receiving good reviews from all over the world. On the other hand, Japanese education system is one of the biggest social problems in Japan and I think we need to work on this problem.



The problem…

⇨educational inequality that depends on family 
environment
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The problem of Japanese society that I want to focus on today is the educational inequality that depends on family environment. 



According to research

“The family environment in Japan generates 
education inequality”
(Ochanomizu Women’s University, 2013)
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According to a research by Ochanomizu women’s university in 2013, the family environment in Japan generates education inequality. 



The expenses 
Public school (公立学校)

⇨ 10,000,000 yen 
Private school (私立学校)

⇨ 23,000,000 yen

+ 13,000,000 yen
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The expenses of schooling up through university total about 10,000,000 yen for a public school and about 23,000,000 yen for private school. 



⇨ income of their family affects children’s education
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The result of national survey on academic performance shows that children in a family with an income more than 6,000,000 yen got a score above average. However, children in a family with an  income less than 6,000,000yen got a score below average, which means the income of their family affects to children’s education.



What can we do?
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What can we do to solve the problem? At some point, we can probably learn from Finland education system. 



In Finland ...

Expenses up through university 

⇨free

Learn equally
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In Finland, the expenses up through university are provided for free by government. This system allows all children to learn equally and it prevent educational inequality. This is a good idea in order not to make a educational inequality depends on family environment. 



System of TAX

Normal Tax 22% 10%
Consumption Tax 17% 8%
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However,I think it is difficult to realize this system in Japan because the tax system is totally different between Japan and Finland. In Finland, the normal tax is 22% and the consumption tax is 17%, whereas in Japan the normal tax rate is 10% and consumption tax is 8%. 



Normal Tax 22%
Consumption Tax 17%

Great social system 

Nation’s support 
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I think this system of tax allows Finland to provide great social system and the success of this system leads to the nation’s support.. 



Raise the tax Great system

However. . .
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 If Japan were to rise the tax, it would be able to make a better social system. 



Uses of tax are unclear Anxious about tax
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However,, Japanese society feels anxious about tax because the uses of the tax are unclear. 



Clear up the uses of tax

Support from nation 

Improve educational system 
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If the Japanese government clarifies the uses of tax, they will get a support from nation and this connect to improving the educational system. 
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Overall, I think improving education systems are important for the future of all countries, but in Japan the situation of dealing with birthrate decline and an aging population means that we need to be even more serious about this issue.  



Thank you 
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